
Maximize.

Cultivate. 
Grow.

Borroughs Vertical Grow 
Racks, maximizing your 
vertical and horizonal space

Going Mobile?



Borroughs has products for every stage 
of the growth cycle, and each system is easily 
configurable to meet your cultivation needs.

Borroughs Aisle-Saver systems can increase your grow capacity by up to 50%, 
by utilizing vertical space. Sections can be moved independently, 

allowing access to plants for routine care.

Seismic/anti-tilt protection

Track is flush with the walking surface after 
decking or concrete is installed

Track can be attached to the top, or recessed in a floor

Equipment is offered with anti-microbial powder coating

Design applicable to Seismic Zone 4

System is permitable in all 50 states

Rail is same hardness as wheels to ensure less wear

100% steel carriages with cross supports

Steel, one piece, welded track with anti-tip

Made in the USA with USA steel

Superior functionality and aesthetics.

Wheels are connected by hollow tube drive shaft,
resulting in easier assembly and added strength.

All wheels are 5” in diameter, and double flanged for
minimal wear and better guidance and tracking.

Carriages can support 1,000 pounds per linear ft.

All exposed metal surfaces are powder coated to
minimize wear and corrosion.

Standard carriages have a 6:1 gear ratio.

What to look for when 
comparing mobile systems:

Borroughs mobile system
benefits:

Borroughs mobile systems

Borroughs’ Aisle-Saver® offers the best mobile cultivation 
system on the market, and Quality that’s Built to Last.

Vertical cultivation

Part # Description

HTS-4824 Trough Shelf 48W x 24D

HTS-4836 Trough Shelf 48W x 36D

HTS-4848 Trough Shelf 48W x 48D

HTS-6024 Trough Shelf 60W x 24D

HTS-6036 Trough Shelf 60W x 36D

HTS-6048 Trough Shelf 60W x 48D

HTS-7224 Trough Shelf 72W x 24D

HTS-7236 Trough Shelf 72W x 36D

HTS-7248 Trough Shelf 72W x 48D

HTS-9624 Trough Shelf 96W x 24D

HTS-9636 Trough Shelf 96W x 36D

HTS-9648 Trough Shelf 96W x 48D

Part # Description

HDS-4824 Corner Drain Shelf 48W x 24D

HDS-4836 Corner Drain Shelf 48W x 36D

HDS-4848 Corner Drain Shelf 48W x 48D

HDS-6036 Corner Drain Shelf 60W x 36D

HDS-6048 Corner Drain Shelf 60W x 48D

HDS-7236 Corner Drain Shelf 72W x 36D

HDS-7248 Corner Drain Shelf 72W x 48D

HDS-9636 Corner Drain Shelf 96W x 36D

HDS-9624 Corner Drain Shelf 96W x 48D

HDS-TRAY24 Drain Tray 12W x 24D

HDS-TRAY36 Drain Tray 12W x 36D

HDS-TRAY48 Drain Tray 12W x 48D

Trough shelving

Corner drain shelving

Standard post heights: 6’, 8’, 
10’ and 12’. High rise posts are 

available for larger systems.

Easily hang your lights 
from a variety of points. 
Sizes are designed to 
perfectly fit the latest 
technology in lights.

Corner drain shelving 
are engineered to 
manage water run off. 
The shelf surface 
features formed, 1/8”H 
dimples on 6” centers 
to provide a raised 
surface for Drain Trays.

“L” shaped uprights 
are easy to clean, 
unlike boxed shaped 
uprights which can 
allow mold and mites 
to hide in crevices.

Shelves are engineered 
for single, double, triple 
and even quadruple stacks 
(level of shelves/racks).
Take advantage of your
vertical space, reduce 
your working footprint, 
and grow, grow, grow!

Troughs are available 
with open-ends so you 
can easily add pvc drains. 
Caps are available to close 
the ends if you prefer to 
add drainage tubes directly 
to the trough. 

Horticultural trough 
shelves replace single 
layer tables which waste 
vertical space. Perfect 
for top feed irrigation 
systems. Wire decking 
options are available.

Drain trays

Multiple trays are placed front 
to back over the shelf dimples to 
create a raised surface for proper 
shelf drainage.
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Maximize your Space

Go higher by 
Custom Design.
Many warehouses have high ceilings 
that are ideal for a 2-story system. 
Borroughs has the expertise to provide 
3D renderings, collaborate with your 
architect and design high-rise, multi-level 
grow facilities to maximize your 
cultivation space.

Cloning 
Carts

 Borroughs’ cloning 
 carts are perfect 
 for your cloning 
 clean room. 

• 5 open levels to 
 maximize space 
 and access

• 4” diameter, locking   
 swivel casters for 
 safe, easy mobility


